COMMENT RESPONSE
To Mayor Peter Carlisle
September 10, 2011
We appreciate the Mayor’s carefully written response. We appreciate sidewalk beautification,
improvement and public safety. It is of equal concern to the artists and voices of Save Waikiki
Sidewalk as it seems apparent to the Mayor.
We understand that the renovation is complex and expensive. We understand that Kalakaua
Avenue, home to a few large profitable multinational corporations, are getting special safety
and aesthetic improvements to enhance their property – it is of great benefit to them. The
willingness of the council here is highlighted by the sad fact that many longterm sidewalk
issues repeatedly raised by residents in other Waikiki and Oahu streets are left unattended
by the city.
We understand that the recent Kalakaua Av. renovation is complex. Integrating utility needs,
tree space, irrigation, ADA compliance is a great challenge. The fact that the city and private
corporations can apparently arrive at a coordinated design solution in all these demands is
praise worthy ….
HOWEVER, it begs the question:
Why are the fundamental rights of free speech not been included in the brief,
but dismissed? Why are the benefits and prejudices serving corporate interest in this
design while dislocating artists and the public forum?
We understand that the corporate and city design is in furtherance of material things listed by
the Mayor, yet he dismisses the “Public Forum” which protects free speech. He fails to identify
the replacement of the Public Forum since the substantial parts of the renovation project have
taken the Public Forum away.
The decision of the Venetian Casino Resort case at the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court forced the
casino to replace the sidewalk “Public Forum” as a matter of public intellectual property that
cannot be taken away. This is the issue and left unaddressed will make the project parties
liable.
It is insulting that the Mayor brings up our question of the Venetian Casino Resort case in the
first paragraph but then ignores it and spends the entire letter on matters which we all agree on.
Michael Daly

